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Family
To be part of a family, to know that someone is
looking out for you, someone will take care off your
needs, someone loves you unconditionally, that is
what family is all about, and that is what Residence
and Workshop try to be, family. In the last 2 months
we celebrated mothers day and fathers day, and
what a blessing it was to see some lovely father
and daughter pictures.
What a blessing it is to
have such wonderful
parents and what fun
it was to make gift
for our parents to show
them how much we
appreciate them.
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We made the
most loveliest
frames to put
fathers day
pictures in, but
sometimes
hard work
requires a tea
break. During
this very cold
weather the
office is the
Everybody
only
place we
can catch the
sunlight, and
maybe tea
break is a little
bit longer than
usually, but
that is what
family is all
about, never
split on your
siblings.

It is always nice to have friends or
family over for a visit. Kelly’s, blond,
beautiful cousin, Danika, and her
friend, Lilly, came
all the way from
Everybody
America, and was very impressed
with our Workshop. Also, Shaun
was very much in love for 2 days.

Most of you know by know that the
pottery and dog biscuits have been our
best sellers for a long, long time, and
most of the time, most of us enjoy
the art very much, but sometimes
there is trouble in paradise. Like the
time Cynthia refuses to get her
hands dirty, Antoinette couldn’t
believe it …, and the time Funeka
couldn’t believe Ewald is playing with his watch while
she is doing all the work. Also the time Lozelde try not
to touch the dough. But, in the end there is always a
positive side, we found cloves for Cynthia and courage
for Lozelde. Ewald? Ag, “hy is net so bietjie lui”.

Maybe you didn’t know this, but Bev and
Johnny found us a big pottery order with one
of Johnny’s customers, Wian, who owns a
couple of Lodges. The logo’s belongs to
these lodges. For the last 3 weeks we were
working very hard to make up another big
order for them. I want to thank Bev and
Johnny.
I also want to thank Bridget who has been
selling dog biscuits and “soet koekies”
almost every week. It is very nice to have
such wonderful parents.

Competition
Finally !!!
The first person
who phones me with
the answer is the
winner.
The question is:
What changed that
was suppose to stay
the same.

Pelican of the month
This month’s winner is Funeka,
for sending a kiss to
daddy on Father’s day.
What a lucky Dad you are!

The new Police trainer
(Cynthia) seemed like a very
nice lady, but she was very
tough and in the end the new
rookie (Shaun) just couldn’t
hold on. Aish !
You must practice, rookie!
Shaun will do better after
some hard labour.
Maybe it is not so hard as it is
smelly, like every army man
knows.
Sorry rookie, maybe next
time.

The nurse at the Pelican
Clinic, Jacomien, is also
an animal lover, and take
care of all kinds, even a
sick baby pig. What a
Lovely person she is.

